
AWCI�s Annual
Business Volume Survey

Wall and, Ceiling Contractors Really Did Take it on the Chin Last Year—
But They’re Rebounding Along With the Economy

I t’s been a rough, tough 18 months
for wall and ceiling contractors. Ap-

parently, though, the worst is behind
the industry and good growth pros-
pects are visible.

That’s the consensus of wall and
ceiling contractor feeling in the
seventh annual Business Volume
Survey conducted by CONSTRUC-
TION DIMENSIONS MAGAZINE.

In a dollar sense, wall and ceiling
contractors took a decided dip in their
business volume from the previous
years. Based on the returns from some
133 contractors, AWCI contractors
performed some $680,380,000 worth
of wall and ceiling work throughout
1982. That’s down some $63,220,000
from the previous year’s total of
$743,600,000.

Generally, most industry analysts
found business volumes off last year
and the wall and ceiling industry was
no exception—although its dip was
not so great as some other segments
of the construction industry. Wall and
ceiling contractors made an extensive
shift from traditional bid work into
sales and negotiating as sold work
jumped to nearly one-third of total
jobs contracted—the highest the
sales/negotiated element has ever been
since CONSTRUCTION DIMEN-
SIONS MAGAZINE initiated the an-
nual survey a decade ago.

Wall and ceiling contractors re-
ported that some $236,000,000 of the
work done by AWCI contractors was
str ict ly on the sold or heavily
negotiated route. The balance of the
year’s total came via the bid route.

Not unexpectedly, contractors re-
ported that the port ion of their

volume contributed by residential ceiling industry will increase in the
work was down by 5.2%. coming year, while many felt that bus-

In the face of the sharp decline in iness in construction would remain at
overall business, contractors were notleast a bit shaky.
climbing aboard the “boom band- “We see marginal growth for
wagon.” Some 90 contractors feel 1983,” said Rick Schuemann, of the
that projected volume for the wall and B. C. Schuemann Company, Battle

WHAT MARKETING APPROACH WAS USED
%

Work Obtained by Bid $443,947,950 65.25
Work Sold or Negotiated 236,432,000 35.25

CURRENT AND FUTURE BUSINESS PROJECTIONS
114 Companies Report $266,560,000 Work Backlog as of June 30,

1983
Backlog Comparison With Previous (By Reporting Companies)
46 Companies Report Current Backlog Greater by $58,400,000 Than

a Year Ago
39 Companies Report Current Backlog Less by $12,850,750 Than a

Year Ago
39 Companies Report Their Current Backlog is On Schedule and

About Where the Contractor Desires It.

AMOUNT OF WORK COMING UP FOR BID IN THE NEAR
FUTURE

40 Contractors Report Upcoming Bid Work Will Increase by
$250,000,000.

20 Contractors Report Upcoming Bid Work Will Decrease by
$85,000,600.

33 Contractors Project That Bid Work Will Remain About the Same
for Them as Last Year’s Level

PROJECTIONS FOR WALL AND CEILING CONTRACTORS
FOR 1983-1984

90 Contractors Report That Projected Sales Volume for the Industry
Will Increase Next Year, Totalling $5,000,000

15 Contractors Report that Sales Volume for the Industry Will
Decrease Next Year, Totaling $35,000,000

13 Contractors Feel There Will be no Appreciable Change in
Industry Volume Levels for the Coming Year.
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Creek, Mich., “with a much brighter
outlook for 1984. But that’s only as
long as the economy continues its
steady but slow recovery.”

His feelings are echoed by Max O.
Jensen, of Pacif ic Construction
Systems, Bellevue, Wash. “In times
like these one needs to work smarter,
not harder, to keep your market
share. Profit margins are tougher to
maintain but instead of crying about
it, just lower your expectations a
little.”

With new work and bidding down,
many contractors took a strong move
toward modernization work as re-
flected in the approximately 5% in-
crease for this type of work. In 1982,
AWCI contractors did more than
$124,000,000 worth of modernization
and remodeling work. And many will
be keeping their focus on rehab work.

“We see extensive activity in com-
mercial work, mainly in the industrial
buildings area,” reports Thomas J.
McCartney, of T. J. McCartney, Inc.,
Amherst, NH. “Our marketing thrust

will also be in the retrofit area as well
as exterior finishes. As a matter of
fact, we are now expanding to be able
handle this increase in business.”

“Diversification has to be the key
to future profits for us as subcon-
tractors,” says Thomas Colasanto,
vice president for Lamparter & Asso-
ciates, Inc., of Hauppauge, NY.
“Owners and general contractors
prefer to minimize the number of subs
so they can, in turn, maintain a closer
control and coordination on work.”

New Strategies Seen

Other contractors are taking up the
whip for diversification. The ability to
cover the dips with other products and
services is increasingly seen as good
strategy for the interest-plagued 80s.

“I believe that the contractor who
is diversified,” says Malcolm Ingram,
of Ingram Enterprises, Inc., Tallahas-
see, FL.,“and who works hard, the

next five years will be the best shape
ever.

“But this will require some long
range planning with control led
growth.  Otherwise i t  cou ld  be
disastrous.”

Art Gilman, of Action Wall & Ceil-
ing Systems, Inc., of New York City,
sees diversification and planned
growth as vital necessities. “In our
busy, sophisticated and highly com-
petitive market we are making our
greatest effort to provide the package
of drywall, acoustics and cabinet work
with selected GCs with a known
record of good pay.”

For most wall and ceiling contrac-
tors, drywall is still the stable. Among
the commercially-oriented AWCI
contractors i t  represented some
$309,000,000 while acoustics con-
tributed a commendable $82,800,000
worth of business in 1982.

Multiply these totals by the industry
multiplier and it is obvious that
drywall (at $1 billion) and acoustics
(at $289 million) represented major in-
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AWCI Survey Respondents Reporting on Wall and Ceiling Business Volume

Total Reporting
133

MARKET CATEGORY

Acousticals
Asbestos
Demountable Walls
Drywall
Exterior Insulation
Fireproofing
Flooring
Insulation
Lathing/Plastering
Steel Framing
stucco
Painting

Totals

Union Non-Union
100 33

�76 �77 �80 �81 �82
(These Totals Are in Millions)

20.0 27.8 79.7 86.1 82.8
� � 1.9 6.8 7.6

10.8 23.6 27.2 64.4 33.8
69.8 74.7 257.6 363.1 309.5

� � 8.2 18.3 48.8
9.2 14.8 27.7 34.1 52.9
6.1 6.9 13.5 24.7 8.9
8.1 11.3 15.9 11.8 23.3

24.1 29.3 66.6 � 39.1
9.6 13.8 32.3 23.7 57.2
8.1 17.3 44.8 86.4 18.5
� � 10.0 13.8 16.4

$190,158,002 $254,300,000 $638,200,000 $740,900,000 $680,380,000

MARKET VOLUME BY SOURCE

Resident (Single House,
Multiple. hi rise, etc.)

Industrial
Commercial

1979 (%) 1981 (%) 1982 (%)
39,800,000 5 � 35,360,000 5.2

69,800,000 10 � 114,984,000 16.9
507,100,000 76 666,471,000 91 529,335,600 77.8

INCOME DERIVED FROM
1979 (%) 1981 (%) 1982 (%)

New Construction 520,850,000 82 573,140,000 78 555,190,080 81.6
Modernization, Rehab 108,600,000 18 167,200,000 22 124,509,540 18.3

come producers for all wall and ceil-
ing contractors. As the same time,
despite a downturn in business con-
ditions, exterior insulated walls rolled
up a strong advance, posting a total
of $48.8 million for AWCI reporting
contractors. Two-three years ago, this
segment of the industry did about $10
million annually.

going below the 1978-79 dollar.” This should set the stage for a great
A soft recovery was also cited by 1984.”

William A. Bell, of Drywall, Inc., In Houston, the market apparent-
Lexington, KY. “Our area will remain ly is very tight.
soft through the third quarter, pick- “It’s an extremely competitive
ing up steam in the last three months.market right now,” says Bill Scott of

Non-Union Grows . . .

Although a great deal of discussion
revolved around the union vs. non-
union controversy, the statistics
reported by the contractors did not
demonstrate a big shift—except in
some cases.

Throughout the Southeast and
Southwest, more non-union activity
was reported by contractors.

In  Arkansas,  B i l l  Re imer  o f
Reimer-Oaks, Inc, North Little Rock,
reported that “our area is 60/40 non-
union now. I forsee in the year or so
ahead the total construction industry
will be moving strongly toward open
shop.

“In my opinion, this shift is in part
responsible for union contractor
volume being down. Most projects are
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W.C. Scott Company, Houston.
“This will result in some failures for
a number of companies if the intensi-
ty remains so high.”

The story is the same in Alberta,
Canada. Merv Smith, of Double Duty
Drywall, Ltd., Edmonton, emphasizes,
“Construction has dropped in Alber-
ta by about 50-60% in the past 12
months, compared to the same period
one year ago. No real recovery is yet
in sight because office buildings and
high rise apartments are off by 85%
as vacancy rates are extremely high.”

Interest Rates

For a few contractors, the level of
interest rates remains a problem.

“Long term interest rates are not
competitive enough to provide for a
strong, sustained recovery,” says
Robert J. Nickles, of Nickles Drywall,
Inc., Geneva, IL. “Pricing of bids is
still at or below acceptable profit
levels.”

Adds Robert Weis, of George Weis
Company, Millstadt, IL, “In order
for the economy and the construction
industry to get back to normal, the in-
terest rate must get back to 7%-8%
prime rate within the next year.

“This can happen if the govern-
ment gets control of deficit spending
and gets inflation under control.” he
concluded.

For most contractors, though, the
mood was guarded optimism. Most of
them have improving backlogs and
most of them also see a rapidly im-
proving construction business.

BUSINESS VOLUME COMPARISONS FOR
WALL AND CEILING CONTRACTORS

(Editor’s Note: On the previous page that a multiple of approximately 3.5
are the totals for marketing activities is useful for projecting survey results
reported in the seventh annual busi-to the entire AWCI membership.
ness volume survey conducted byThe multiple would thus peg the
Construction Dimensions Magazine total business volume performed by
for the Association of Wall and AWCI contractors at $2,381,330 for
Ceiling Industries-International.) 1982. This figure, at best, is approx-

The 1983 survey was conducted byimate, because some contractors

mail in June, 1983, and completedreport their last previous business

forms were received from 148 wall year on a calendar year while others

and ceiling contractors (only 133 repo r t  on  a  m id - yea r  f i s ca l

were usable because of legibility, arrangement.

consistency, etc.) whose average Still, the figure appears consistent

dollar volume was $5,115,000. with the $4.1 billion value added that

Of the total used there were 100the U.S. Department of Commerce

union contractors and 33 non-unionreports for the past business year.

contractors, indicating that in the The business volume survey

responses to the survey the numbermakes no pretense at strict statistical

change from the previous year be-accuracy. For one thing, returns are

tween union and non-union contrac-subject to contractor response and

tors is insignificant. are, accordingly, biased toward con-

As a group, the non-union con- tractors who report on surveys—and

tractors followed previous years’ ex- who probably have done well dur-

perience by having smaller annualing a rather harsh business period.

business volumes, averaging in annual This year, the surveys were sent
volume approximately $1,400,870— out to 550 contractors on a selected
an increase from last year’s average sample basis (every 7th name on the
of only $941,159. It is interesting to Construction Dimensions contractor
note, too, that the average volumereader list). The 1974 and 1975
for union contractors dropped off surveys were based on selected
with lessening business activity while samples, while the 1976 and 1977
non-union contractors increased in studies were both randomly selected.
the amount of dollar business In 1981, a selected sample was taken,
reported by each. and the 1983 sample came from a

Previous studies have indicated random pick.
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